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GAS EXPLOOIONS IN MULTIPLE. CoMPARTMENTS

by

D. J. Rasbash, K. N. Palmer, z. W. Rogowski and S. Ames

SUMMARY

.Explosions have been carried out in mixtures of town gas. and natural gas

in air, in a bunker containing two partitions each with large openings. One

end of the bunker contained a large opening which almost filled the bunker

cross-section. The layout of the bunker was designed to simulate the conditions

that might occur when explosions pass from room to room in domestic .premises

before explosion relief to the outside. The gas was present in the form of a

le.y"r 0.9 m C.3.0 ft) thick. Pressures substantially larger were obtained than

those which might have been expected if no partitions were present and if the

bunker were completely filled with most explosible mixtures of gas and air.

However, the enhanced explosion pressures. took place over a narrow range Of
gas mixtures and it was important to control the composition of the gas layer

accurately to obtain these high pressures.
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F.R. Note No. 847
November 1970

GAS EXPLOSIONS IN MULTIPLE, COMPARTMENTS

by

D. J. Rasbaah , K. N. Palmer, Z. W. Rogowski and S. Ames

INTRODUCTION

,. . Following the publica,tion of the report of the enqud.ry into ,.th <;J, ,collapse of

fb~s,at Ronan Fbint, advice was sought from the Fir,e Resea:r;ch Station on the

pressures .that might occur in domestic structures during e~lo;ions1 This

advic~ ipdicated that ,the presence of ,window~, doprs, ety;,. in ,the. outside walls

may reduce considerably the pressures that may develop,and under,a,wide range

of,conditions such windows and doors could provide explosion relie~ sufficient
,'. , ' . '.,

to keep pressures down to quite low values. However, certain cond.Ltd.ons were

specified in ~hich the explosion might pas~ from one room to anpther,which

could produce severe turbulence in the gas ahead of the flame" and consequently

resul t in substantially higher pressures. These could be of th~ order 35 kN/m
2

'C:;(:ibfii~2)wi th propane and even higher with 'town gas. Certain'special

explosion relief facilities were suggested 'to mitigate the development of

these pressures.

~ing 1969 a series of full-scale 'tests' on gas explosions in domestic

premises was carried out' for the Building Development Agency by The British

Ceramics Research Association (BCRA) in conjunction 'with The Gas'Coun~il and

'The 'Atomic' E;"ergy Authority2. These tests: confirmed that windows' could act as

use~l' explosion relief' for'g~s explosions in buildings. However, experiments

in which gas explosions moved from one rOo~ to another did 'not 'indicate that

any especiaily high 'pressures were obtained. Thus th'e highest pressure obtained

for town gas was 23 kN/m
2

(3.3 Ibf/in
2).

The postulated increase in violence caused by severe turbulence in an, -,

explosion,considerably complicates the design'of'reliable explosion relief. It

, is, therefore, important, to'·establish the conditions under which this may ioccur",

,or indeed, whether it can occur at all. The advice on the conditions of severe

. turbulence given by the Fire Research Station was based almost entirely on

small-scale tests in spaces with a mean linear dimension of 0.5 metres, and it

is possible to advance reasons that this effect might not extrapolate to much

larger dimensions. To clarify this point the Ministry of RIblic Building and:

Works asked the Fire Research Station to design a test which would indicate



whether a substantial increase in the violence of an explosion could occur as it

moved from room to room in a dwelling, and to co-operate with the Gas Council and

the BCRA in carrying out the test.

EXPERIMENTAL

The tests were carried out on the 9, 10 and 11 June 1970 in the BCRA bunker
2•

This was divided by brick partitions in a manner which simulated the consecutive

rooms in a dwelling.

In the experiments carried out by the BCRA in their main building in 1969 in

which the explosion moved from one room to another there were two factors which

may have prevented the development of high pressures:

(1) The room in which the gas was ignited was provided with good explosion

relief, and this explosion relief was greater than explosion relief

in the room into which the flames travelled. These are conditions

where 'the inorease in violenoe might not be very marked, since the

good explosion relief in the room of ignition could provide "back

relief,,1. One would expeot that the most violent effects occur when

an explosion is relieved almost entirely through the door of a room

into another room and not through the window of the room of ignition

to outside.

(2) Although the gas was introduoed into the rooms in a manner which might

occur in practice, this preoluded sufficient oontrol of the gas flow

to allow definition of the precise quantities and conoentrations of

the gas mixtures present. Small-scale tests on ducts have suggested3

that a large'increase in the pressure in explosions due to severe

turbulence might oocur only over a narrow range of fUel gas ooncentrations.

It is quite possible that in a ,comparatively, small number of experiments

where special oontrol had not been exercised the relevant oonoentration

range might have been missed.

The experiments were set-up to take into aocount partioularly the above, two

points.

SUB-DIVISION OF THE BUNKER

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the bunker. It was 5.5 m (18 ft) ,long, 3.05,m (10 ft)

wide and had one open end. The height of the bunker varied since portions of the roof

were arohed and other portions were flat. The mean height was approximately 2.1 m

(7 ft). The bunker was divided into three oompartments by two walls, W
1

andW2•
W1 was 0.22 m (8.75 in) thick and its inside was 2.14 m (7 ft) from the closed end

of the bunker. This wall contained two openings, V
1

and V2 rising from the floor,

each opening measuring 1 .53 m (5 ft) high and 0.61m(2 ft) wide. The inside edges

of these two openings were 0.61 m (2 ft) apart.

- 2 -
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W2 was 0.34 m (13.5 in) thick and its inner face was placed 1.53 m (5 ft) from

the outside face of W1 . W2 Was built as a pillar straddling ,the centre ~~n~~~~ the

bunker, was 1.53 m (5 ft) long and reached from ceiling to the floor of the bu-~er.. . -, :"'. - -;.

This left spaces V
3

and V
4

in the wall 2.•14 m (7 .tt) high and 0.76 m (2.5~~~)

wide on either side. 'Into the front end of the bunker a wooden frame F was,.,."

fixed toc~ntain ·.a;n· operd.ng .V
5.

m~asuring 1.60 m (5.25ft) high by 2.86 ,m (9,3~~)

wide. This wooden frame contained provision for clamping a polythene sheet to '.'. . : ~.; .
close the opening. The walls thus divided the bunker into three compar-tments ,

A,'B and C, and·the design allowed a study of the effect of movement of the explosion. .. ., .
from an enclosed volume A' through spaces V

1
and V2 which simulated doorw~ys",

Lrrto another space B which could simulate a corridor, and thence into a third

space, 'C; which could be regarded as simulating a room with a large explosion

relief. The open area in the walls, W
1

and, W2 was in two parts to allow the

partial blocking off' of this area if deemed' to be necessary. The total area of the. '

two openings..in W
1

was approximately the same as the area of a normal do,?rway , The

total area of opening in ,W2 was substantially greater than the area of a n~rmal

doorway. V
5'

was the size of a la;ge windo,,:.

METHOD ,OF INTRODUCING THE GAS MIXTURE

When town .or- ,natural gas flows into' a room due to some ' fault or- 'leak],t tends

to accumulate.under the ceiling. However, according to the conditions of entry of

the gas into the room or rooms, it is possible to visualize a'wide range of mixtures

of the gas with, air. , It was important, therefore, to introduce the fuel, intci. the,

btu~er in a way which would, give a layer of known thickness' and controlled

concentration. It has been shown4 that to introduce a gas ,into a room, or a, c,?mpart

ment in a way which would allow reasonably controlled layering of the gas w~th respect

to the air in the rest of the compartment, requires certain entry c~nditions, as

follows: !~.

(1) The gas if lighter than air.needs to be introduced near. the ceiling,

(2) The dimensionless number N
1,

given by equation 1, at the point of·

'introduction should be greater than unity:

where L

gL4f
v

2 .fi..
= vertical dimension of the entry.,duct

. . . . . .. (1)

v = velocity of the gas as it leaves the duct

./,: = density of injected gas

Ay = difference between the density of the gas present and the

injected gas

and s = acceleration due to gravity.

- 3 -
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N
1

'" may be regarded as a local Froude number at the _entry point, and is the ratio

of the buoyancy forces which promote layering and the gas momentum forces which

would stir the contents of the bunker and promote turbulence. The investig~tion."

referred to showed that reasonable layering' could be achieved by passitig the' gas
, , "

through difftisers at the point of entry into the compartments; the effect of

,these diffusers was mainly to reduce the velocity v.

On the basis of this work it was estimated that to produce good layering in

the bunker the gas should be introduced at a poi?t under the ceiling of each of

the compartments A, Band C through cylindrical diffusers measuring 0.45 m

(18 in) long x 0.076 m (3 in) diameter. The diffusers were constructed to the~e

dimensions from 30 mesh metal gauge; one of them is shown in Fig. 2.

The objective in the experiment was to set up layers of town gas and natura~

gas of different controlled concentration and constant thickness. This ~~uld

give inf~r~ation on the range of conditions under which the pressure of the

explosion might be increased. The development of the controlled gas layer

in the bunker was monitored by taking frequent samples from six sampling points,

two in each chamber. One of these two sampling points was 0.61 m (2 ft) below

the ceiling" and the other was 0.92 m (3 ft) below the ceiling in compartments

A and"C; in most tests the second sampling point was 1.22 m (4 ft) below the

ceiling in compartment B.

The" experiments were carried out in the following order and With the

following gas layers, all nominally 0.92 m (3 ft) thick:

(1 ) 100 per cent town gas

( 2) 40 per cent mixture of town gas in air

(3) 20 per cent mixture of town gas in air

~(4) 20 per cent mixture of town gas in air

(5) 15 per cent mixture of town gas in air

(6) 30 per cent mixture of town gas in air

(7) 10 per cent mixture of natural gas in air )

(8) 10 per cent mixture of natur!l-l gas in air ~
The town gas had the following composition:

Hydrogen 39.8 per cent

Oxygen 3.57 per cent

Nitrogen 19.3 per cent

Methane 28.6 per cent

Carbon monoxide 0.75 per cent

Carbon dioxide 7.13 per cent

Ethane 0.91 per cent

- 4 -
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The natural gas consisted of 87 per cent methane and approximately 13 per cent

ethane'. It was estimated that the stoichiometric mixture of 'town gas conbad.ned-"

21.4 per cent of gas and the stoichiometric mixture of the natural gas 9.1 per

cent. Normally ,the most violent miXture in explosions is slightly richer than

the stoichiometric mixture. It will be noted that in experiments 3 and 4 and ',,':

experiments 7 and 8 concentrations of fuel gas were approximately stoichiometric.

The gas was introduced into the bunker over a time varying between 15 to .

25 minutes. Criteria for a good l~er were as follows:

(a) For .the first five minutes or so only a very small fuel concentration.'"

was to be registered at any of the sampling points.

(b) Thereafter and for the rest of the time the concentration or:';th'e"gas" .; ..'

at the three sampling 'points 0.61 m (2 f't) below the ceil.i.ng, shciuld

, be approximately the 'same, and all substantially grea.ter' than 'the' ,

concentration at the other sampling points. It' might'be noted here"

that under' conditions of perfect mixing the gas concentration would

build up Uniformly at all the sampling points soon after ·the

introduction of the gas. ' .',,';; :':',

The layer was taken to be established when the concentratiori- ':0'~61 m (2 'ft") , ,

below the ceiling was 90 per cent or more of concentration of the i'njected 'g~s'~ '~"',

and at ,the sampling 'points 0.92 m (3 ft) beLow the ceiling, 50 perc~nt 0; ~~~e';~"':

,The total' theoretical ' quantity of gas required to produce a lay~rO~92 m (3 it') '0

thi~k'was 13.3 ~3 (470 ft3). In general it was found that the quantity cif gas"

that had to be injected to produce the above layer was somewhat greater than'

this, t'he""f'iow rate of gas in most of the tests being 51 m3/h (1,800 ft3/h). ,;. .,
.':.

The reason for this is that although the cracks in the bunker were sealed up a's

far as practic~ble, there was s till some seepage of gas out of the bunker. '

Th~~e'~as also, of course, still a certain amount of diffusion of gas to the

lower' part of the bunker.

With all the experiments with town gas it was found practicab~e to

establish a good layer of the injected gas, although in 'experiment 1, because

of fluctuations'in the flow, and in experiment 5, it was not possible to quite

reach the standard set by the above criteria. However , in the first experiment'

wi th natural gas (experiment 7), it was clear from the beginning that a good

l~er was not being obtained. An attempt was made'to retrieve the situation'

during the last 5 minutes of the injection period by increasing the concentra

tion of the injected gas by 80 per cent. This gave concentrations at the ~

sampling points which approximated to those required. It had been noted earlier

that only about 20 per cent of the area of the diffUsers were effective in

- 5 -



reducing the gas velocity, and owing to the very small pressure diff'erential'

(see equation 1) associated with.a 10 per cent natural gas mixture, the~alue.

of N
1.

may well have been reduced to below the critical value for layering.

Following experiment 7 the whole. area of the diffuser was made effective by

wrapping a plastic foam mat round it (Fig. 3). This had the effect of

producing very good layering in experiment 8, the second experiment with

natural gas.

During the introduction of tile gas, and in the following period up to the

explosion the large vent V
5

at the end of the bunker was sealed with'a

double layer of polythene 0.13 mm (0.005 in) thick (Fig. 4).'

MEASUREMENTS OF PRESSURE AND FLAME MOVEMENT

..

The pressures developed by the explosion in the bunker were monitored by

5 piezo.electric gauges with.a natural frequency of 40 kc/s situated 0.61 m

(2ft) from the ground at the points marked P in Figure 1. (P1 and P2 for

compartment A, P3 for compartment B and P4 and P5 for compartment C).

The gauges were insulated from the effects of the gas flame by wrapping

the body of the gauge with several layers of insulating glass cloth, and

smearing a silicon grease on the front face of the gauge. This precaution

reduced the possibility of spurious readings which might occur when' .the gas"
. . •.l:

flames impinged on the gauges. An ionization gap G- was install~d,.just .

inside the centre of vent V
5

to allow a measurement of mean flame velocity

between the point of ignition and this vent. A cine record was also obtained.

in many experiments using a camera focussed on the mouth of the bunker. The

speed of the camera varied between 400 and 750 frames/second. The direction

from which the record was taken is shown in Fig. 1.

IGNITION

The gas was ignited in a region 0.15 m (6 in) in front of the back face of

compartment A. Three Nobel safety fuses were provided and these were suspended

at intervals of 0.15 m (6 in) straddling the interface of th.e layer approxi.

mately 1, m (3ft) below the roof of the bunker. The duration between

establishing the layer and igniting the gas was kept as short as possible and

in general was approximately one minute.

RESULTS , ".

PRESSURE AND IONISATION G-AP RECORDS

Table 1 shows the maximum pressure obtained in six of the 'eight experiments';

and also the times taken for the flame to travel between the ignition point and'

ionization gap at V
5"

Pressures reached several pounds per square inch in

each of the three compartments in the experiments With 10 per cent natural gas

and 20 per cent and 30 per cent with town gas. In the other tests listed in

Table 1 the maximum pressures were very much lower. In the experiment with

- 6 -
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gas, .the wooden frame was also complet ely
- :. " . . .

30 per cent .town ~as this frame.was

20 per cent town gas, .the exp~osion was violent. The wooden framework F
j' ,"

holding the polythene vent was ripped off and parts of this frame blown a
~ . . ". . . .... - . . . ........., . .

considerable distance. The hut in which the pressure measuring equipm~nt

was housed and which was situated at a distance of ab.out. 16 m (50 ft) from

the bunker , was also bodily moved a distance of 0:.1,5 me 6 ·~n). ,In the

experiment with ..10 per cent natural
. '.' '.

ripped off. In the experiment with
'. ...

partly Z:ipped,of~:, ,ap.d in the other experiments listed in Table ~., it was

not affected.

,~ .~.

, ,

: '.J~.

" ..; .
',. ': .':

, "

In experiment 3 two, experiments carried out
'. .:". ':.,. _", .-: .' :•• ; • ,'. • ~ • I • '. '

with 20 per c'1'?-t. town gas, the pressure r-ecords w:ere spoiled, firstly,
, . . .

because some ~f,the records w~nt off. the scale, as the ~ressures.~~~e.

unexpectedly ,hig)1,. and secondly, because the heat fro~ the .fl,ames. ~pDiled

some of the other pressure records. The explosion, however, was of a similar
'.' '....

violen~~ to t.hat, in experiment 4 which fqllowed.... .
. . '.. . -.' . '. '. .... '.

In experiment 7 with nominally 10 per cent natural gas, the .pressures
.. 2" 2' . .' .... '. 2 .' 2

reached were 3.1 ..kN/m .. (0.45 Ibf/in ) in compartment A, 2.8 kN/m . (o •.4 Ibf/in )
. ,'. " 2' 2 .'. . '. . • ,.

in compartm~ntB., and" 2.1 ~/m (0.3 Ibf/in ) i~ ~ompartme,T q..:j:t will,be

.seen that these pressures are very. much less than those given for test 8 in
•• _..... ••• ", J ..;..' ." ' •• "

Table 1. However, the development of the layer in experiment 7 was poor,

and there'was uncertainty as to what actualiy was the' dbmpositi~rt'oi the'
layer; ·.·:,C ." ..• , , ..,.'. :,'

In ali't~sts in which pressure; greater than 7 kN/m2C1 rofiin2wer~ '..'. . ;

measured; th~ ~re'ssure records at all'measuririg points w~e 'charicteriZed' ..

by sharp ri~e~',ii'i)pressure lasting '20-30ms occuring at the sam'a nn;e, "which':"

was al~o' aboiit th~ time that the h~ine arriiredat :the 'oJt side explosi'bn '.'. ,'. ,

relief VS';,.'" Figures 5 and 6' show sets of'pressure 'records 'fore:icperiments

4 and 8 resp:~ctively.· , , .-,"

It will be riot ed tm:t the pr'essure records P1 in Fig." 2, .and P3, P4;
. ,.

P5 in Fig. 6, fell' away rapidly' after the peak. Experience with these
. ". . ..' , ," . .' '.' ,:

gauges 'has shown' that these are 'not due to 'any pressure' changes' but to the

effect ofhe~tcauB~a. by the flame and"s~ggests that the heatih~uiat:i.6n:·
, .

of the gauge needs to be still .further improved•

. . -~
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sequence of' everrts •

taken froin the

CINE RECORDS
"

All cine recor'ds taken in the' t~sts showed the f'ollowing

This sequence is illustrated in 'Fig. 7a to 7f' which are shots

cine record of' test 8.

(1) The first sign of' expl;sion was buigi~ bf' thepoiythen~'~over.
This bulging was' s'hown by the reflection of' ~~illight f'io~ the top

part of' the polythene; the latter ef'f'ect should not be~~nf'used

with the presence of flame i;'the vicinity (Fig. 7a).
(2) The'polythene then burst.' The t~ar began usually near the lower

edge of' the polythene (Fig. 7b).

. ~ [

(3) 'Flame then appeared in compartment B. The camera was angled in

'such a way' tha't'the flame f'irst app~ared at a point which was ' . ,
probably near the top V2 one of" the cpe ni.ng s between A and B.

A substantial opening existed in the polytherie verrt ' at this

point'of' time (Fig. 7c)~'

(4) The flame then proceeded ·to f'ill compartments 'B' and'C'(Fig. 7d)

and ~o 'progress beyond the remnants of' the'polythene'irito the

open air arid to fill' the whole field of' view (Fig: 7e).' ,

, (5) In tests where the timber structure 'blew' out this occurred' af'ter .

the f'leld of' view was filled with flame (Fig. 7f') •
..' ..

Table 2 shows the time sequence of'these even tis f'or' tests Nosr, ,3, ,4, 6

and 8. The moment of' ignition was not recorded on the cine record. However,

by equating the, time f'or the flame to reac!) the .ionisation gap.as given in

Table 1 w:j. th the time required to reach the front of' the bunker in the cine.

records, it was possible to relate :the times relative to the moment. of'

ignition, and they have been recorded as such in Table ,2. What stands ,out

in Table 2 is the. very much longer time taken in all tests f'or t.he f'Lame to

travel from the ignition source to the back of' compartment B"a distance of'

2.4 m, than it took to travel from the latter point to the front of' the

bunker, a distance of' about 3.2 m. Using the times,in Table 2 mean

velocities in compartment A and in compartments B and C ,were estimated, and

are also shown in Table 2. The speed of' approximately 9.5 m/s in compartment
. '. . , .

A f'or a 20 per cent town gas experiment is what might be expected for a

stoichiometric town gas air mixture under low turbulence condition~: This

f'lame speed indicates that the irregularity in the ceiling of' compartment A

and the minor items in the compartment, did not have a substantial ef'f'ect

on the f'lame speed. The mean flame speeds in compartments Band C were

some 10-20 times higher than the mean flame speed in compartment A, although

comparison between tests 3 and 4 indicates that repeatability of' the estimate

was not good.

- 8 -
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DISCUSSION

INCJ:lEASEP..PRESStrnE CAUSED BY HIGH.TURBULENCE

The obj~9t o~ t~e expe~ment was to ~ind whether the interposition .~~ .obstacles

in the· f'9rm of, wal.Ls cont~ningdoorways could. substantd.a'LLy Lncree.se .the. v~c;>I~nce:J

o~ a gas··explosion. To assess th:i,.s it Lsi ne ceasaryvto have an estimate of the ",

pressures,that might be develope~ under ~imila~ conditions. in. the compartments

A, B and ,C by t~emse~ves, 9r,in ~he whole of .the bunker in the absence of any,

partitions. ,It was not.possible, to carry out experd.ments on this, but as an.

alternative, e;Jsti.mates may be made of the pressures that may.be obtained under.

the worst possible .condations of what has been called "Low turbulence,,1. These

are the pressures which would ~ave developed i~individualrooms o~ tq~·bunk~r

as a whole, had been·fur.nis~ed like domestic rooms, had been filled witht~e:most

explosive .mixture of. the particular gas used. For p;,opane/air mixtures unde~., '. "

thel?e condi.td.ons. equation 2 has been p:ut,forward1 asgiving the m~mum,pre~~~.g·es:J

tha.t are deval.oped r-: \. .i:':

Pm '~ 1.5 p~ +:~ 3.,5~ (kN/m2
) 0

'Pm; =.: ,1.5 Pv ;+ 0.5 K (lbf/in2)

• ,_9,

In 'the present' exper-Lments the gas~ 3.. ':l's~d, 'were nat~ral ga.s and' town gas' and
. .. ..' .". ._ . ' _ ~,J. . • .~ _

equation 2 needs to be modified to take this into account. It is suggested that

-this might b~ d~ne ~y'making t~~ ~O~ffi'~i'~'rit of K i~ equation' (2') ~ropo;tionaf; .
r '. ". '. .' .:"':)1' • ", r,·. , -,

to ,the fundamerrtaL burning velocity of the gas ~ It may be assumed. tl:la't' 'natural .
• r .~ I • ~ • -. ..' ,... •

g~~s had a. fund~ental bur-ni.ng velocity ~f 0.39 rr:/s as compar-ed wit~ that' of

pr-opane ,"of 'O~~'·lJl/8·. This w~uld res~lt i7l' the equati~n for natural gas beini:-

l.

p.
m

2
:: 1.5 Pv '+ 2.8 K (kN/m',)

= . 1.'5' P
v

' + 0~4 K (lbi'!iri2),

' ... \

....'.. > (3)

::::

where ."P
m

Pv,

:::: maximum pressure reached ,in' the eXplosion (kN/m2 or Ibf/in2)

the'· pr-easur-e ~t whiCh the r'elief vent opens .'(kN/ii or' Ibf/in2y, .
I",

and. K :: the ratio: o~ ~nimum cross-section of. c<:>mpar~en~ to the ~ea o~,.: ';'

the vent•. , , -'."

'In the present experiments the vent was covered' by polythene. Experiments on,

the same thickness of polythene used on one wall of a 0.6 m (2 ft) cubical'box

containing stoichiometric propane/air mixtures' showed that 'tlie maximum explosion

pressure obtained under these' conditions due to 'the bursting of the polythene was.

7 kN/m
2

(1.0 lbf/iil
2);

: Making' the necessary 'correction for' the linear d.LmanaLon.

of the vent gives a value of P or' 2 kN/m
2

(0 ~3 Ibf/in
2).

The value of K for'
v

-N.B. The coefficient of P in this equation was erroneously given as 10 in ref. 1.
v
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compartments A, Band C respectively was 2.5, 1.0 and 0.6. However, taking the

bunker as a whole, the value of K was 1.3; this is smaller than the value for

the individual compartment A, but larger than the values for the individual

compartments Band C. It is, therefore, appropriate to take 1.3 as the value of

K for the latter two compartments. Substituting in equation 3, one obtains

maximum pressures under the worst conditions of low turbulence for natural gas of

10 kN/m
2

(1 .45 lb/in2) for compartment A, and 7 kN/m
2

(1.2 lb/in2) for compartments

B and C. If these figures are compared with that obtained for test 8 shown in

Table 1, it will be seen that the pressures actually reached in experiment with

natural gas were 2 to' 2.5 times larger than the pressure expected with the most

violent of low turbulence conditions for the same gas and for the same ar-r-ang emerrt

of vents. This may be ascribed to the introduction of a substantial high

turbulence factor due to the presence of partitions; this effect is confirmed by ,

the very much higher flame speeds in compartments B and C as compared with compart

ment A. It should be noted that if the bunker had been completely filled with

the gas/air mixture, or if the bunker had contained obstacles in the form of

furni ture, higher pressures still might have been expected.

It was not possible to carry out calculations in the same way for town gas

because of the uncertainty of the burning velocity of the town gas, used and the

effect it might have on the coefficient of K. In thei~ original experiments on

explosions in gas ovens. Cubbage and Simmonds5 ascribe a burning velocity of

120 cm/s (3.9 ft/s) to the town gas they used, whereas the Morton Report6 indicat~s
a maximum burning velocity of 80 cm/s for traditional town gas. On the basis of

information provided by Schone' and Vaags7 one might estimate a maximum burning

velocity of 70 cm/s (2.3 ft/s) 'for the town gas used in the present experiments.

However, even taking the highest burning velocity (120 cm/s) and applying the

same approach as was used for natural gas above, one can est~te a value of

15 kN/m
2

(2.1 lbf/in
2)

for the worst low turbulence condition in the bunker,

i.e. the bunker completely filled with the most explosive mixture of town gas

and air and containing furniture but not containing partitions. Again Table 1

shows that in test 4 the maximum pressure in compartment B was twice as great,

indicating a high turbulence effect. Moreover, this occurred when the concentra

tion of the town gas used was somewhat less than stoichiometric; almost

invariably maximum pressures tend to occur with concentrations somewhat greater

than stoichiometric.

The only other experiment in which pressures comparable to that which could

be obtained under the worst conditions for a low turbulence situation, was test

No.6 for 30 per cent town gas. The tests with 15 per cent, 40 per cent and 100

per, cent town gas gave negligible pressures. Thus, it is clear that the,

- 10'-
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enhancement of the. pressure take's place only under a narrow part of. the' condi ti')ns

in which explosive'effects may be obtained. One of. the.f.actors .on·.which there

was some.doubt bef.ore:these·experiments were,earried out, was that a·layer rich:

in the fuel gas may give as bad or even worse an explosion under.:highly turbulent'

conditions as a layer of. the most explosive gas, .the reason .beLng that the' ; ,:

turbulence caused.by the explosionmight'spread a rich gas of.'a limited volume

to ·f.orm a gas mixture with the most explosive concentration over ·a 'large volume -,

There is no evidence in these results' that this might'happenin domestic premises.

Tr~s may·be.a.consequence. of. the scale of. turbulence which would be related- to

the dimension of. ..the "open doorWay through which the' explosion passed. This. scale'

may haverbeen too large to cause a suf.f.icientlyunif.orm 'Diixirig of. rich gas ·with: .:',

air, which is the f.actor that :governs the achievement of. a high pressure... .".~:L.»,:

However it would be des'irable tp 'carry out ·more' experiments to conf'irm ..this,':: ')',;ri..

CONDITIONS UNDER WiUCHHIGH Fm:SSURES MAy BE OBTAINED' '..'

..,

." ."..... • ' :.:". I. , J." ': ••_

The experiments were designed to estimate the increase in the' violence of.

the explosi~'n cause·a. by the turbule'nce th;t might occur as' an expl~'sior:i passes'····

through doors from"one roo'~ 'to an~ther.· Th~Y--w~'~e-:~ot s;ecincahy d~signea'to"'"

meas{,re the maxiniuni po~sibleexplosi6n pr~ssur~'s t~at tiiight be' obta:i:n~d in .. ,',"

domestic premi~e~. Higher p~~ss':'re~ than tIio~e 6hta.inedi~ Tabie1'~ig~t bE;
e~ected if. . ,. .. ..

. ',.'

': '

the whol~ bUnker were filled with the most expl6sive miXture"or' gas

and air rather t.han the·'t~p6.9 ~. (3,ft) 6fth~ bunke'r;

the size of. the op~ni~, in the ~ail~>W1a,~w;'werereduced;'

the st'z'e of the vent V
5

were r-educed ,

there were a more substantial'~~ver on the vent Vs than the

poly'thene sheet used' ·in the present experiments ...

there were a cLosed vdoor- ·inthe openings in ":'W
1

' and 'W2'
a·town gas concentration slightly' richer than stoichiometrio were 'used

there was r.urni ture in the bunker. .>, -, ,.

(5)

(6)

(7)

Apart from 'the first of. theab~;~ possibilities, all: th~ otheri' niight

reasonably 'oc~'ur' in' domestic preini~es. one~ht'th~;efore con~iude that' the
.. " ... ". . ' ';' , , ." , ," . ;;. ".. . ',,' ,;. \;.'

experiments suggest that with town gas as fuel pressures substantially highe~

than 35' kN/m2 (5 Ibf./in2) m1.ght 'occur in a severe turbul~6e ~o~ition: which>

could be set u; in' fuimesti6>·p~enu~es. H~wever; the e~periinen~s also indicat~
~ •• .' • I

that the range of. gas mixtures under whiCh this would happen is a 'narrow part

of. the total range of. gas mixtures which, in the f.orm of. a layer, could give

explosive effects. It should also..be emphasized that the experiments were

carried out under conditions where no measures were taken to reduce the

- 11 -



development of severe turbulence - in particular there was no "back relief" •..j'·To:'·.'

elucidate the effect of these measures a further substantial programme of

research is required and it is advisable that. this is carried out.in compartments:.

specially built for the purpose.

EFFECTIVENESS OF CONTROL OF LAYERING

The sharpness of the effect of the concentration range emphasizes the

importance of obtaining good control over the composition of the gas mixture .and

the 'layering in experiments of this kind. ·The control of the layering in

experiment 5 with 15 per cent town gas was not quite as good as the control d.n .

the other experiments and the very low pres sures obtained with this mixture may'

have been partly due to this factor. In experiments 1-7 the gas was delivered ,.

mostly through the last 0.076 m (3 in) of the gauze diffuser. If it is assumed

that the gas was being evolved with an even velocity over,this area, then the

value of the dimensionless group N
1

may be estimated as betwesn 1 to 1.3 in. i .

experiment 5, and between 0.8 and 1 in experiment 7~ In experiment 7 the
.' ,

layering was poor and in spite of attempts to retrieve the situation, explosion

pressures were much less than those obtained in exper-iment 8 •. The results confirm
. .'

that there is a critical value of N
1

at approximately unity above which good

layering is, obtained. However, it would be recommended that if further experim~nts
, ",:

were to be carried out, then in all the experiments the diffuser should be .wrapped

with a cloth or porous plastic foam layer, to allow the gas to enter the compart-
,I' ". •

ment evenly over the whole length of the diffuser. With a flow rate of appr-ox.ima'teLy

17 m3/h (600 ft3/h) through each diffus.er this would give a value of N1 very much

in excess of unity for any flammable mixture of town gas or natural gas and air.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) The maximum pressures measured in the, tests were 5 lb/in
2

for bown gas-air

mixtures and 3 lb/in2 for natural gas-air mixtures.

(2)' It may be possible to establish conditions in domestic premises in which

higher pressures than these might be obtained.

(3) Large increases in pressures and flame speeds may occur in explosions from

layers of fuel gas-air mixtures if the explosion moves through door openings. "

between compartments of the size which occurs in dqmestic premises.

(4) The conditions in which this enhancement of the explosion violence takes

place is only a small part of the total range of conditions that can give

explosive effects.

- 12 -
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Table 1

Maximum pressures reached in the explosions,

~/m2 (lbf/:iih

"

Test, Designated, Compartment A Compartment B Compartment C Time from.
composition ignition

No. of layer P1 P2 P
3

P
4

P
5 to V5 '

rnsr'

1 100% Town gas 1.4 1.4 1.05 0.7 0.7 360
(4.7S) (0.2) (0.2) (0.15) (0.1 ) (0.1 )

2 40%' Town gas ,J£ 3.5 2.1 1.4 J£ ' ,;.:, 500' , , .

(1 .9S) (0.5) (0.3) (0.2)

'6 30% Town gas J£ 21 16 14 , 13 " , 330
(1 .48) (3.0) ( 2.3) (2.0 ) (1 .8)

.-

4 20% Town ~as 35 35 29 24 21 ' 270
(0.93S , ' (5.0) (5.0) (4.2) (3.5) (3.0)

5 15% Town ~as ---------- Less than 0.7 (0.1) -------~--. >'950
, (0.70S

,

8, 10% Natural, 21 21 17 14 14 400 :

,
' gas (3.0) (3;0) (2.5) (2.0) (2.0)

, (1.1S)

"

*Not recorded

S = Stoichiometric concentration of fuel gas in layer.
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Table 2

The sequence of events in explosions (obtained from cine records).
Times after ignition given in milliseconds

3 4 6 8
Experiment No. (20% town (20% town (30% town (10% natural

gas) gas) gas) gas)

First sign of polythene bulging 83 117 115 122

Pblythene splits 203 230 224 347

First sight of flame at back of 256 248 301 362
chamber.

Flame reaches front of bunker 270 270 330 400

Flame fills field of view 292 282 344- 414

Blowout of timber structure 320 295 409 522

Mean flame speed in compartment 9.4 9.6 8.0 6.6
A (m/s)

Mean flame speed in compartments 229 145 110 89
Band C (m/s)
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FIG.1 LAYOUT OF BUNKER FOR EXPERIMENT
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FIG. 3. GAS DIFFUSER WRAPPED WITH POROUS PLASTIC AS FOR TEST
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FIG. 4. POLYTHENE SHEET IN PLACE DURING PERIOD OF
CHARGING OF BUNKER WITH FUEL GAS-AIR MIXTURE
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FIG.5. PRESSURE AND IONISATION GAP RECORDS,
EXPERIMENT 4, 20 PER CENT TOWN GAS
-AIR
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II.

F .R.Note No. 847

(a) Polythene sheet begins to bulge

(b)

(N. B.

Polythene sheet begins to split at bottoms

Luminosity is due to reflection of sunlight
from polythene and not flame)

FIG. 7. SEQUENC E OF EVEN TS IN AN EXPLOSION
TEST 8 TAKEN FROM CINE RECORD
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F .R.Note No. 847

(c) Flame appearing in compartment B.
Large opening present in lower part of polythene

(d) Flame reaches front of bunker

FIG~ 7 (cont'd)
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F .R.Note No. 847

(e) Flame progressing outside bunker
to fill field of view

•

(f) Wooden frame becoming dislodged

FIG. 7 (conr'd)
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